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Abstract—A new simple but accurate simultaneous-switching-
noise (SSN) model for complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) integrated circuit (IC) package design was developed.
Since the model is based on the sub-micron metal-oxide-semi-
conductor (MOS) device model, it can fairly well predict the
SSN for today’s sub-micron-based very large scale integration
(VLSI) circuits. In order to derive the SSN model, the ground
path current is determined by taking into account all the circuit
components such as the transistor resistance, lead inductance,
load capacitance, and oscillation frequency of the noise signal.
Since the current slew rate is not constant during the device
switching, a rigorous analysis to determine the current slew rate
was performed. Then a new simple but accurate closed-form SSN
model was developed by accurately determining current slew rate
for SSN with the alpha-power-law of a sub-micron transistor
drain current. The derived SSN model implicitly includes all the
critical circuit performance and package parameters. The model
is verified with the general-purpose circuit simulator, HSPICE.
The model shows an excellent agreement with simulation even in
the worst case (i.e., within a 10% margin of error but normally
within a 5% margin of error). A package design methodology is
presented by using the developed model.

Index Terms—CMOS, integrated circuits, package, simulta-
neous switching noise, switching.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH THE rapid improvement of semiconductor process
technologies and circuit performances, today’s very

large scale integration (VLSI) system of 500 MHz clocks,
several GHz clock bandwidth, and several million transis-
tors needs improved circuit design methodologies [1]–[3].
One of the critical bottlenecks of such system design is the
voltage reference potential fluctuation due to packaging, i.e.,
simultaneous switching noise (SSN) [4]–[10]. Particularly, the
SSN results in serious performance degradation and system
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failures due to the reduction of noise margin, the increase in the
effective signal delay, glitches, and signal distortion. Since the
noise is proportional to the number of switching gates and the
many package design parameters, circuit designers must take
these packaging effects into account at an early phase of circuit
design.

Many package design methodologies concerned with simul-
taneous switching noise (SSN) models are reported [11]–[16].
However, their work is approximate because they have a fun-
damental limitation in that they assume that the transistor has
a constant current slew rate during the whole transition of the
input signal. Vaydianathet al.derived a good SSN model based
on the long-channel metal oxide semiconductor (MOS)-tran-
sistor approximation that considered the negative feedback
due to the voltage across the inductor [4]. Since the model
was based on the long-channel approximation, their model
could not fully predict the SSN for sub-micron-based circuits.
The simple long-channel approximation clearly overestimates
the SSN noise because the model predicts much more current
variation than is presented in short channel devices. Unlike the
long-channel model of [4], Vemuru [5] modeled the SSN based
on Sakurai’s alpha-power model (i.e., linear power law) [17]
and similarly, Yanget al.also modeled the SSN by employing
the similar linear power law of sub-micron-device drain current
[14]. However, although they take the velocity saturation
effects of sub-micron devices into account, the model did not
consider the physical behaviors of transistor, inductance, and
capacitance as a system. Particularly, the output load capacitor
strongly affects the noise oscillation frequency, which is also
a function of the current slew rate. Therefore a more rigorous
physical interpretation of the transistor operation regions is
necessary to estimate the accurate SSN and to design the
advanced packaging.

In this work, the inductive effects, as well as capacitive load
effects, for the SSN model are physically investigated and mod-
eled. SSN is inherently a very complicated function of circuit
and device parameters. However, the model presented here is
very simple and accurate. Since the simple model shows ex-
cellent agreement with HSPICE simulation within about a 5%
margin of error, package design with a minimum SSN can be
achieved by using the proposed model. Thus, it is an excellent
design equation for high-density and high-speed integrated cir-
cuit design and advanced package design concerned with SSN.

1521–3323/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Signal transients in the input and output of a CMOS inverter: (a) circuit
diagram, (b) signal transients of input ramp and output response, and (c) current
flow through the NMOS device.

II. EFFECTS OFCIRCUIT COMPONENTS ONSIMULTANEOUS

SWITCHING NOISE

A. Saturation Time of NMOS Transistor

NMOS transistors are concerned with the discharging path
of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) gates.
Thus, the SSN in the ground path of CMOS circuits is closely
related to the NMOS transistor operation mode. A MOS de-
vice experiences three operation regions during the switching:
i.e., cut-off, saturation, and linear region (nonsaturation region).
Thus, the transistor output current is not constant during the
whole transition of input gate signal. In the CMOS inverter cir-
cuit as shown in Fig. 1 (without taking the inductance into ac-
count), the CMOS inverter fall time can be decomposed of

(1)

where the first term represents time slot of the linear region and
the second term represents the time of the saturation region of
the CMOS inverter, i.e.,

(2)

Fig. 2. Equivalent switching circuit model for the discharging path with
a package (ground) inductance: (a) circuit diagram for switching and (b)
equivalent RLC circuit for the discharging path.

If the saturation duration is long, the maximum current peak of
NMOS transistor occurs at the end of the saturation period of
the device operation. The, the saturation time components of
the fall time, can be approximated by using the output current
model of an NMOS transistor. That is, for a very simple RC
model with the abrupt input signal transition,can be derived
by [18]

(3)

where , , and are device transconductance, device
threshold voltage, and load capacitance, respectively. Thus, the
saturation time is a function of device parameters and output
load capacitance. Note thathas a very short time duration in
many cases. Thus, without considering both inductive and ca-
pacitive reactance in the today’s high-speed circuits, the overly
simple saturation current modeling may result in an erroneous
estimate of SSN.

B. Discharging Current Model in the Ground Path

In this subsection, the inductance and capacitance effects on
the ground current are considered. The current flow mechanism,
including both inductance and transistor, can be approximately
quantitatively described by modeling the transistor as a resis-
tance. The CMOS inverter circuit is shown in Fig. 2(a). Mod-
eling the NMOS device as a simple resistance during the tran-
sition, an equivalent circuit for a discharging path becomes an
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resistance, inductance, capacitance (RLC) circuit as shown in
Fig. 2(b). In order to determine the current slew rate, the current
must be found as a function of time. Then the time, that the
maximum current flows, can be evaluated. The current in such
RLC circuits can be readily determined as follows [19], [20]:

(4)

where

and

where is a linearized transistor resistance model. However,
in more detail, the solution of the current is divided
into three special cases depending upon transistor resistance,
package inductance, and load capacitance. Now defining a
critical resistance as

(5)

the solution may result in one of three cases, the over-damped
case, the critically-damped one, or under-damped one. Since the

may have different forms for these three cases, the
must be determined separately for each case. That is, the time
that makes the time derivative of each current equation be zero
must be calculated.

1) Over-Damped Case :

(6)

Then the time that maximum current flows can be determined
by the first derivative of (6) as follows:

- (7)

2) Critical-Damped Case :

(8)

Thus the maximum current flows at the time of

- (9)

3) Under-Damped Case :

(10)

Similarly the maximum current flows at the time of

- (11)

Therefore, the time that the maximum current flows is a compli-
cated function of load capacitance, ground line package induc-
tance, and device parameters. It is noteworthy that many of sub-
micron-technology-based I/O drivers may have smaller resis-
tance than . Thus, in many cases, the ground path current is

Fig. 3. Schematic output current flow during the input and output voltage
transients.

dominated by the under-damped case which is oscillating [20].
The time that sinusoidal current reaches the first instantaneous
peak value with reasonable parameters is usually very short in
all three cases, but it is a strong function of the load capacitance.
If the under-damped ground path current has more than one si-
nusoidal peak value during the input transition time (i.e., input
rise time), during the oscillation there may be a much larger cur-
rent slew rate between the positive peak and the negative peak
current. This large slew rate between the peak-to-peak currents
results in a significantly larger SSN. This is a very important
fact because the SSN due to the large peak-to-peak current slew
rate may be more than twice those of [5] and [14] which simply
assume that the ground current always has only one sinusoidal
peak during the input transition time. This will be discussed in
more detail in Section IV.

III. A N EW PHYSICAL FORMULATION FOR SSN MODEL

As described in Section II, the discharging current of the tran-
sistor is dependent on its operation mode, package inductance,
and the load capacitance. The transistor current flow due to the
transients of the input and output signal is schematically shown
in Fig. 3. The is defined as a time that an input ramp transits
from 0 to and the is defined as a time that the input
ramp transits from 0 to NMOS transistor threshold voltage.
The current flow mechanism of NMOS transistor can be quali-
tatively explained as follows. At the region to , the current
does not flow because the NMOS transistor does not operates
until . Therefore, will stay nearly at a con-
stant value rather than changing. In contrast, still goes
up toward . Next, to transition is dominated by both
transistor current and inductor voltage. Thus, there are many
possible current paths as shown in Fig. 3. As mentioned, the
current may not be uniformly changing during the transit time in
this region. That is, the current slew rate near regionis larger
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of input signal transient and the oscillating currents
of RLC circuit (I ) and NMOS device switching current (I ).

than that near the region because the amplifier (i.e., the in-
verter) has the largest voltage gain near the switching threshold
voltage. Because of this fact, it cannot be simply assumed that
the maximum current slew rate is equal to an average slew rate
between and . In the next region, that is, the to tran-
sition, the linear region where the transit time is not as fast as
the saturation region. Note, however, because of the package in-
ductance and load capacitance, the ground path current may os-
cillate. If the ground path current oscillates, there may be many
occasions where the current varies rapidly within a very short
time as shown in Fig. 4. This results in a large current slew rate,
even if the transistor is in the linear operation region. Thus, in
this work, assuming that the first peak value of the sinusoidal
oscillation current during the switching is larger than the value
at (see Fig. 5), a new SSN model is derived. Other cases will
be discussed in Section IV.

Note that the current slew rate is larger nearthan the av-
erage current slew rate betweenand . Thus, it may not be
accurate to estimate the real SSN by using the conventional av-
erage slew rate between and . A new accurate slew rate can
be determined by defining as a time when an input ramp
reaches the switching threshold voltage ( ) of a CMOS in-
verter. Then a more reasonable assumption can be established.
Namely, that a maximum current slew rate occurs between the
time interval between and rather than the average slew
rate between and . Further, in most cases, since SPICE
simulation of submicron-based CMOS circuits uses the higher
level MOS model parameters such as level 13 (BSIM1) or level
49 (BSIM3), its device parameter is not constant with bias

Fig. 5. Schematic device output current (I ) when the first peak of sinusoidal
current of RLC circuit (I ) occurs during input signal transient.

voltage. Therefore, it is more reasonable to employnear the
. The next consideration for the slew rate is to determine

the output current model. Today’s sub-micron device drain cur-
rent must be adapted to Sakurai’s alpha-power law that the cur-
rent is not dominated by the conventional long-channel-based
square power but by the alpha-power [17]. The alpha of the
today’s deep sub-micron device current is nearly one [5]. Thus,
assuming the alpha-power-law-based drain current at the satura-
tion region, a new maximum simultaneous switching noise can
be derived as follows (see Appendix A for the derivation):

(12)

Herein, is the device transconductance value near the
switching threshold voltage ( ) of the gate. Note that
the dimension of must not be considered as but

. The is a constant factor to adjust the maximum
current slew rate. If the is simply assumed as 2, it is similar to
the conventional model. However, the intersection of the time
axis of the current slope between and is not at
but at some point greater than. A reasonable value for most
circuit operations is about 3, which is founded empirically from
many simulations. In this paper, theis assumed as 3 in order
to maintain the model in a simple analytic form. However, it
can be empirically extracted again for a particular technology
to improve the model accuracy. Taking ,

(13)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Verification of the SSN models with SPICE simulation results for the
driver size of� = 43 mA/V [i.e., (W=L) = (150=0:35) and
(W=L) = (80=0:35)]: (a) SSN noise variations for the rise time= 0.2 ns
andL = 0.2 nH and (b) SPICE-simulation-based time domain waveforms of
the SSN.

For the verification of our model (13), the simulation was per-
formed with 0.35 m CMOS process-based circuits. The simu-
lation employed the level 49 MOS model [BSIM3] of HSPICE.
The NMOS device trans-conductance can be found as

mA/V from HSPICE simulation. As shown in Figs. 6
and 7, (13) has excellent agreements for various package de-
sign parameters with HSPICE simulation results within about
5% error. Although [5] and [14] agree with HSPICE simula-
tion results for small inductance values and the small number of
switching gates, their errors increase as the inductance values
or the number of switching gates increase. However, for the
case of pF in Fig. 8, our SSN model (13) (also [5]
and [14]) does not correctly predict the second peak noise be-
cause a quarter of the oscillation period is less than the time

interval between device threshold voltage and final voltage of
input ramp. Note that in the time interval between and

, the transistor stays in saturation region. The simula-
tion results are summarized in Table I. In practical designs, the
package must be built in such a way that a quarter of the os-
cillation period should be larger than the time interval between

and . Otherwise, the package noise significantly
increases because the (the time interval for the current slew
rate determination) becomes very small for the relatively large
current change. This will be discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion IV.

IV. SSN MODEL FOR OSCILLATING CURRENTS WITHIN

SATURATION REGION

If the previous assumption that a quarter of the oscillation
current period is greater than the transistor saturation time is vi-
olated, a new expression is required. In order to evaluate such
a case, the design should be performed by the following proce-
dures.

Step 1: Determine the noise signal oscillation period.
Step 2: Find the transistor saturation time.
Step 3: Determine all the current slew rates within the satu-

ration region.
Step 4: Calculate the SSN.

However, to make the expression simple, reasonable approxi-
mations at Step 3 are performed. By taking the only two posi-
tive peaks within the saturation region as shown in Fig. 9, the
negative noise peak due to SSN can be derived as follows (see
Appendix B for the derivation):

(14)

where and is a period of oscillation which
can be calculated as

(15)

Further, the is equal to the of (13) and the
is negligibly small for large . However, for small (less than
1 ns) we have the following empirical relationship:

(16)

The second peak noise of SSN as shown in (14) may underesti-
mate the HSPICE simulation values because the time interval of
the real slew rate determination is less than . For example,
let us assume that following parameters are given: the rise time

is 1ns, the is 43 mA/V , and inductance is 5 nH.
Then is 0.31 V and is “ 0.79 V” (HSPICE
shows about “ 0.82 V”). The simulation results are shown in
the Fig. 9. Thus, this kind of situation definitely causes much
larger SSN peak voltage than (13). Therefore, the designer must
avoid this case by controlling design parameters such as load
capacitances, package inductances, or transistor size. These are
discussed in Section V.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. SSN in terms of various package design parameters (i.e., the rise time, the package inductance, and the number of the switching gates). Note that the
driver size is(W=L) = (150/0.35) and(W=L) = (80/0.35): (a) SSN variations forL = 0.05, 0.1, and 0.15 nH whent = 0.1 ns, (b) SSN variations
for L = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 nH whent = 0.2 ns, (c) SSN variations forL = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 nH whent = 0.5 ns, and (d) SSN variations forL = 0.1, 0.5,
and 1 nH whent = 1 ns.

V. DESIGN CONSIDERATION

The SSN variation is a strong function of inductor, load ca-
pacitor, and transistor size. Since the current slew rate maximum
happens near to for practical circuits, the slew rate
and transistor must be determined near the to . In
addition, the capacitance size is quite important because it is a
selectable design parameter unlike other fixed parameters, such
as the inductor, which is dependent on the package type and
ground placement within a chip. Particularly, a small load ca-
pacitor may cause the under-damped case (damped-oscillating
case) by making too large. The best design guide lines are
as follows. Since the inductance is strongly related with phys-
ical structures, such as package type or ground configuration,
the package type with the minimum inductance should be se-
lected. In this case, the a driver size should be large because the
resistance is inversely proportional to the driver size. The tran-

sistor resistance must be calculated by using the alpha-power
law as follows:

(17)

If the noise is still oscillating, the load capacitance must be in-
creased. Once the resistance is determined, a quarter of the cur-
rent oscillation period must be greater than. Thus the capaci-
tance must satisfy

(18)

Rearranging (18), the load capacitance should meet

(19)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. SSN waveform and output current waveform with small load
capacitance (i.e.,C = 1 pF andt = 0.5 ns). The second (negative) noise
peak is much larger than the first (positive) one: (a) SSN voltages and (b)
output currents.

TABLE I
THE NOISEPEAK VALUES OFFIG. 8. THE PARENTHESISVALUES OF THEFIRST

PEAK MEANS THE VALUES CALCULATED WITH (13)

Thus (19) gives the minimum load capacitance for nonoscil-
lating within an input rise time for a given and a given .

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Definitions of the current differences and the time differences for the
SSN analysis due to the second (negative) noise peak.

Alternatively, if the load capacitance is given, the inductance
must meet (19). Given the device and inductance, the load

capacitance requirements with the rise time variations are shown
in Fig. 10. Clearly, for a large inductance, the capacitance size
must be increased. The design procedures are summarized in
Fig. 11. Following the design procedures, for example, for
0.5 ns with 10 nH and (thus ),

must be larger than 5.47 pF. Thus 1 pF of Fig. 8 should
be replaced by a value greater than 5.47 pF. The verification with
HSPICE simulation is shown in Fig. 12. It is clearly shown that
the largest SSN happens in the first noise peak if the load capac-
itance ( ) is larger than the 5.47 pF (i.e., 5.5 and 6 pF). The
second or third noise peaks are smaller than the first one which
is accurately determined by using (13).

In summary, (13) in Section IV and (19) in this section are
extremely valuable design equations because they can provide
the circuit designers with an accurate design methodology to
meet their design goal as well as insight into SSN and I/O device
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Fig. 10. Minimum load capacitance (C ) requirements for different
inductances (L ) and rise times to meet the minimum SSN.

Fig. 11. Design procedures for optimal IC package design.

size. That is, circuit designers can accurately predict the SSN
noise of their circuits by using (13) and therefore improve upon
their design by using both (13) and (19).

VI. CONCLUSION

A new simultaneous switching noise model was developed.
The model consists of the transistor, ground inductance, and
load capacitance effects simultaneously. Unlike the conven-
tional models where the maximum output current slew rate is
determined in the time interval between and , the slew
rate was determined in the shorter time interval near the,
by employing the alpha-power law for submicron transistor
drain current. Thus, it is more accurate than conventional
models. Since the oscillation of ground current was analyzed

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Verification of load capacitance value (C ) determination with
SPICE simulation: negative peak or next positive peak is definitely smaller
than the first positive peak noise forC > 5:47 pF (i.e., 5.5 and 6 pF) of the
given example: (a) SSN voltage and (b) output currents.

with device parameters as well as package parameters, the
device parameters and package parameters can be accurately
determined. Thus the optimal package design can be achieved
with the proposed design methodology and model. The model
was verified with a general-purpose circuit simulator, HSPICE.
The model shows excellent agreements within about a 5%
margin of error. A package design methodology was presented
by using the developed model. The design methodology to
minimize the SSN can be directly used in the industry for
advanced CMOS VLSI circuits and package designs.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE MAXIMUM SSN

The drain current at the saturation region is approximately
given by

-

(A1)
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where is the SSN voltage. Note that the dimension of
must be considered not to be but . In

addition, is nearly maximum at . Thus, the drain
currents at the is

(A2)

Since most of the CMOS circuit’s switching threshold voltage
is designed to be one half of , CMOS circuit’s switching
threshold voltage can be assumed to be

(A3)

Then, the noise signal at is

(A4)

Now plugging (A4) into (A1) results in

(A5)

Then defining the current difference in the time interval between
and rather than that of to gives

(A6)

Since the maximum SSN for simultaneous switching gates
can be modeled

(A7)

combining (A2)–(A6) with (A7), SSN can be yielded as

(A8)

Finally rearranging (A8) it can be rewritten as follows:

(A9)

where is the value near the switching threshold voltage
( ) of the gate.

APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF THE SSN DUE TO SECOND NOISE PEAK

(NEGATIVE NOISE PEAK)

The current variations between the positive-peak current and
the negative-peak current can be rewritten from Fig. 9(a) as fol-
lows:

(B1)

where and is a period of the RLC circuit.
Then the negative noise peak becomes

(B2)

where the is equal to the of (A9) and the is
the extrapolated time from the slew rate

(B3)

Note that is negligibly small for large . However, small
(less than 1 ns) has the following empirical relationship:

(B4)

Similarly, the positive noise peak can be determined
by replacing . Since is the positive peak
to negative peak time of the sinusoidal current, in
(B2). Thus the second peak noise becomes

(B5)

Since the period of oscillation is given by

(B6)

the second noise peak can be determined from (B5) and (B6)

(B7)
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